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Studies on decision-making under uncertainty have mainly focused on understanding preferences for either risk 

or ambiguity using standard lottery designs. However, people often face uncertainty that directly stems from 

interacting with other people, which may be processed differently from lottery-based uncertainty. Here, we sub- 

stantially extend the investigation of uncertainty by examining a fourfold pattern of the sources and the types 

of uncertainty, assessing behavioral and neural responses to both risk and ambiguity across both social and non- 

social contexts. A key element in our research design was to control for participants’ naturally occurring social 

beliefs, and taking these a priori beliefs into account allow us to elicit individual preferences in accordance with 

economic approaches that stress the dynamics of ambiguity preference as a function of underlying likelihoods. 

Using this design, we find a behavioral main effect of ambiguity aversion, with increasing ambiguity aversion as 

a function of higher beliefs regarding the likelihood of reciprocity, and related neural activity in the right IPS. 

This brain region was primarily involved when participants experienced lottery-based uncertainty as opposed to 

social uncertainty. However, we found that the right IFG was more involved when participants made decisions 

under social, as compared to non-social, uncertainty. Overall, therefore, the IPS may activate an analytic mindset, 

which might resonate more with a lottery than a social context, whereas the IFG is engaged when the context 

requires players to resolve uncertainty, such as unraveling the intentions behind the choice of another person. 
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. Introduction 

Decision-making under uncertainty is an unavoidable feature of daily

ife. For instance, imagine a friend has just lost his job and asks to borrow

oney. Presumably you know your friend well, and have confidence in

our estimation of his likelihood of repayment. But, what if a casual

cquaintance, or even a stranger, approaches you and also asks for a

oan after a similar job loss? In the latter situation, without knowing

nything about this stranger, it is very difficult to make an accurate

rediction of repayment. The differences between these two estimates,

or a friend and for a stranger, illustrate the distinction between the

conomic concepts of risk and ambiguity respectively ( Wakker, 2010 ).

n this study, we focus on these two distinct types of uncertainty. 

Within the context of this study – and within the discipline of

conomic decision-making under uncertainty in general – a type of

ncertainty refers to the characterization of probabilities. Namely,
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mbiguity 1 is a type of uncertainty characterized by outcomes with

ague or unknown probabilities whereas risk is a type of un-

ertainty characterized by the availability of explicit probabilities

 Trautmann and van de Kuilen, 2015 ). In addition to this distinction,

he example above also highlights an additional feature of decision-

aking under uncertainty (DMUU), namely its source . The uncertainty

escribed here can be said to have a social source, as the uncertainty

tems from the question whether your friend or casual acquaintance

ill repay your loan. As social beings we are constantly interacting

ith others, and indeed many of the uncertainties we face on a daily

asis are related to the behavior of other people ( Trautmann and Viei-

er, 2012 ). Though clearly important, social sources of uncertainty have

onetheless been relatively understudied compared to standard, nonso-

ial sources of uncertainty, usually operationalized as lotteries in exper-

ments. Our study aims to close this gap by examining the behavioral

nd neural differences, and overlap, between social and non-social un-
1 Formally, an individual’s ambiguity attitude represents their distinct pref- 

rence between risk and uncertainty, but ambiguity has become synonymous 

or uncertainty, and therefore we speak of risk and ambiguity as two types of 

ncertainty ( Wakker, 2010 ). 
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c  
ertainty, in conjunction with exploring risk and ambiguity as types of

ncertainty. 

There are several good reasons as to why decisions may differ be-

ween lottery selections and social interactive choices. An important

onsideration in this regard is that losing money due to the acts of

nother person instead of via a random mechanistic device can in-

uce strong feelings of betrayal aversion ( Bohnet and Zeckhauser, 2004 ;

imone and Houser, 2012 ). Furthermore, a decision-maker can perceive

ither violated trust or a norm violation as stemming from incorrect

udgment regarding the behavior of another individual, whereas they

re more likely to perceive the same negative outcome as mere bad luck

n a lottery domain with a computerized ‘partner’ ( Trautmann et al.,

008 ). For this reason, decision-makers are more inclined to invest

oney in a lottery than an otherwise comparable human partner

 Bohnet and Zeckhauser, 2004 ). 

Several fMRI studies have focused on types of uncertainty, though

ot yet in conjunction with social sources ( Hsu et al., 2005 ; Huettel et al.,

006 ; Bach et al., 2009 ; 2011 ; Levy et al., 2010; Rustichini et al.,

005 ). These studies consistently show evidence of ambiguity aversion

n lottery contexts, that is, a preference for the risky option over the

mbiguous option, but offer different interpretations as to the neural

orrelates underlying these observed behavioral patterns. One group

as highlighted the role of the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex

OFC), explaining ambiguity aversion in terms of neural alertness to

nknown, and potentially dangerous, consequences of missing informa-

ion ( Hsu et al., 2005 , p.1683). However, an alternate view implicates

rain regions such as the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), the posterior pari-

tal cortex, precuneus and middle temporal gyrus ( Huettel et al., 2006 ;

ach et al., 2011 ), and instead explains ambiguity aversion as a complex

xpected value calculation where one is integrating multiple potential

ubjective probability distributions in an effort to resolve ambiguity. 

On the other hand, social uncertainty stemming from potential neg-

tive social interactions in games such as the Trust Game, Prisoner’s

ilemma Game and Ultimatum Game have been related to activation in

he anterior insula ( Bellucci et al., 2017 ; Lauharatanahirum et al., 2012 ;

imone et al., 2014 ; Chen et al., 2016 ; Feng et al., 2015 ; Rilling et al.,

008 ; Sanfey et al., 2003 ). This activation is understood to stem from

n aversive feeling of uncertainty related to potential betrayal by, and

 norm violation of, a game partner. Moreover, the activation in this

egion is generally much stronger when the interaction stems from a

uman then a computer counter partner, indicating that the aversive re-

ponse to negative social interactions is influenced by the type of part-

er, and not just the process of violation itself ( Bellucci et al., 2017 ).

inally, a related domain of social behavior focuses on altruistic behav-

or ( Hu et al., 2017 ; Xiong et al., 2020 ) Xiong et al. (2020) . specifi-

ally looked at the influence of the type of uncertainty within this class

f social decision-making and found that additional social uncertainty

n the generation of gratitude – in response to being a potential tar-

et of an altruistic act by somebody else – recruited areas such as the

orsal medial prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex, which

he authors attributed to mentalizing- and conflict monitoring-related

rocesses. 

In this study, we will specifically focus on the Trust Game as the

ocial source of uncertainty. We believe this question to be relevant as

here are instances when a reciprocal interaction is sometimes more of

he risky type (e.g. lending money to a relative/family member/friend)

nd other times more ambiguous in nature (business transaction with

n unknown person/new business partner). A second point as to why

ur research question is relevant concerns its methodological founda-

ion. Namely, it is not uncommon that the distinction between risk and

mbiguity is itself uncertain when dealing with lottery and social con-

exts. For example, in Kosfeld et al. (2005) the Trust Game is ambiguous

s investors do not receive information regarding the likelihood of re-

iprocation, while they do receive probabilistic information regarding

eciprocation in the non-social computerized treatment. Are behavioral

ifferences then due to the source or type of uncertainty? 
2 
A key element in our design, inspired by work in experimental eco-

omics which stresses the importance of internal belief states on am-

iguity preferences ( Abdellaoui et al., 2011 ; Trautmann and van de

uilen, 2015 ), is that we take individual subjective estimates of social

ncertainty into account, as participants of course have naturally occur-

ing priors regarding the likelihood of reciprocation in general. This is

mportant, as it allows us to tailor and equate the underlying risk and

mbiguity across social and non-social contexts individually to each par-

icipant, and not make (likely incorrect) general assumptions about ‘typ-

cal’ beliefs as to how our participants view the trustworthiness of others.

This multi-faceted approach allows us to investigate if the source of

ncertainty affects the neural underpinnings of ambiguity preferences.

urthermore, we can explore the brain processes underlying individual

ifferences in ambiguity preferences as a function of individual beliefs

bout others’ reciprocal behavior (in the Trust Game) and likelihoods

lottery context). Taken together, this approach allows us to critically

valuate the proposed explanations suggested thus far as to the under-

ying mechanism of ambiguity aversion as a function of the source of

ncertainty. 

Based on the prior work in this area thus far, we predict that par-

icipants will exhibit ambiguity aversion in general, but we expect this

version to be greatest in the social interactive context (as compared

o lottery context) due to additional social factors such as, for example,

etrayal aversion. Furthermore, we expect that frontal brain regions,

uch as the OFC and IFG, as well as parietal brain regions, such as the

osterior parietal cortex, will be involved in general risk and ambigu-

ty processing, while we expect the anterior insula to be responsive for

ocial ambiguity specifically. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Participants 

Twenty-six participants (age range = 19–28 years, M age = 22.33

ears, 50% female) were recruited via SONA, the online system used

y the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour to manage

he research participant pool. All participants were pre-screened for any

ehavioral and health related abnormalities via an online questionnaire,

nd the study was approved by the local ethical committee. 

We excluded five participants from our sample prior to neuroimag-

ng analysis. Two participants were excluded because of technical issues

ith the neuroimaging session (e.g. head coil was not applied accord-

ngly), one because they did not believe that there was real human in-

eraction in the social condition (which led to extreme choices such as

nvesting all tokens in the lottery condition and hardly any tokens in

he Trust Game), and finally two participants because they selected the

xact same investment for all experimental trials. The analyses reported

ere are therefore based on twenty-one participants ( M age = 22.27 years,

7% female). 

We performed a power analysis based on the expected effect size of

mbiguity aversion in order to determine an appropriate sample size.

e used the package simr ( Green and MacLeod, 2016 ) to calculate

he observed power in our experimental study with an expected ef-

ect size of 0.3, as determined by the literature ( Trautmann and van de

uilen, 2015 ), and importantly not based on our findings themselves.

ased on 1000 simulations, a sample size of 21 participants resulted in

0.20% power for the estimated behavioral effect of ambiguity aver-

ion, suggesting adequate power for this expected effect. We could not

erform a power analysis on the neural level as we did not have pilot

ata nor could we locate a suitable related dataset on NeuroVault. 

.2. Experimental design and statistical analysis 

.2.1. Sources of uncertainty 

The Trust Game ( Berg et al., 1995 ) explores the social source of un-

ertainty in our experiment. In our version of this game there were two
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i  
layers: the sender (known as Trustor in the original paper) and receiver

known as Trustee in the original paper). The sender was endowed with

0 tokens and could choose between six investment amounts (termed

transfers’ in our instructions), namely, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 or all 10 tokens to

e sent to the receiver. As per common practice, we then tripled sender’s

hosen transfer before sending this multiplied amount to the receiver.

n a pre-scanning behavioral session, receivers’ return choices were col-

ected. Receivers could either choose to reciprocate half of the received

okens or not reciprocate at all, thus keeping all the received tokens.

mportantly, receivers had to make their return choice unconditionally,

hat is, not knowing if, and how many, tokens they would receive (see

art A.2 in the Appendix for detailed instructions given to participants

n their role as receiver). 2 This element in our design was crucial, as

enders should then make investment decisions solely based on their

eliefs about the receivers’ reciprocity. In this way we ensured that the

ecision to invest was not confounded by other motives, for example

ignaling trust ( McCabe et al., 2003 ) or the elicitation of positive reci-

rocity ( Houser et al., 2010 ). Therefore, in making the transfer decision,

he sender had to consider the likelihood of receiving an increase in their

riginal endowment with the risk of losing it all. 

We used a standard Ellsberg urn setup ( Ellsberg, 1961 ;

rautmann and van de Kuilen, 2015 ) for our lottery, i.e. non-social,

ontext. In this setup an imaginary urn is filled with colored marbles

nd participants can bet on drawing a particular colored marble. As

n the Trust Game, participants could choose any investment amount

etween 0 and 10 tokens before it was tripled. The return choice in the

ottery however in this case stems from a random mechanistic device

nstead of a conscious choice made by a human being. To control for

he fact that there is of course a second player in the Trust Game, we

ntroduced a dummy player to the lottery context. This dummy player

id not make any choice, but acted as a recipient who received the exact

ame outcome as the receiver would have earned in the Trust Game,

ut now based on the lottery outcome. Therefore, if a winning (losing)

arble was drawn in the lottery, half (all) of the tripled investment

ent to the dummy recipient. By implementing this feature, we can

ontrol for social preferences – for example, warm glow from investing

as a potential confounding factor ( Houser et al., 2010 ), and thereby

ade sure that any difference in transfer choices was solely due to the

ource of uncertainty. 

.2.2. Type of uncertainty 

Participants made transfer choices in four different treatments: a

isky Trust Game (RTG), an ambiguous Trust Game (ATG), a risky lottery

RLOT) and an ambiguous lottery (ALOT). Senders therefore invested in

ither a Trust Game or lottery which consisted of either nine human re-

eivers or nine marbles. 

In the RTG the sender received information about the prior history

f nine receivers, that is, how many of the nine receivers chose to recip-

ocate and how many did not, ensuring that decisions made about how

uch to transfer were essentially risk-based. However, in the ATG they

id not receive any such probabilistic information, thereby also adding

mbiguity to the transfer decisions. 3 

In the RLOT each of nine marbles had a different, known, color,

hereas in the ALOT the lottery was made up of an unknown compo-
2 A total of 27 receivers made an unconditional return choice and 9 decided 

o return sender’s investment amount, while the remaining 18 receivers decided 

o keep the amount transferred by the sender. Based on this composition, in 

ach Trust Game trial, we could randomly draw a new set of 9 receivers the 

MRI participants in their role as senders would interact with, with the obvious 

estriction that this draw of 9 receivers would correspond to the objective prob- 

bility of reciprocation in the respective RTG and the true underlying likelihood 

f reciprocation of 3/9 receivers in the ATG. 
3 The operationalization of social risk and ambiguity in a RTG and ATG respec- 

ively was developed by us and previously tested in the behavioral laboratory 

 Fairley et al., 2016 ). 
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ition of the nine available colors. Essentially any set of combination

f nine colors is possible in the ALOT (thus 9 9 combinations). In both

he RLOT and ALOT participants received information as to which of

he nine colors were ‘winning’ colors. As the ALOT is an urn filled with

ine marbles of unknown color composition, receiving information re-

arding the number of winning colors represents the underlying likeli-

ood of drawing a winning color, but is not the same as the objective

robability provided in the RLOT, whereby players knew the exact like-

ihood of winning. Therefore, deciding on a transfer in the ALOT does

ot provide an objective probability as in a standard risky setting, yet

he uncertainty in the form of an underlying likelihood corresponds to a

rior a participant likely forms when trusting in another receiver in the

TG, albeit its source stems from a random mechanistic device instead

f an actual human being. 

To reiterate the similarity between the ATG and the ALOT – except

or its source – it is important to notice that we aim to create a simi-

ar underlying subjective probability in both games. In the ALOT, par-

icipants are not certain about the probability with which a winning

olored marble is drawn, as it is unknow how many winning and los-

ng colors are present in the ambiguous urn. Likewise, when we form a

roup of 9 receivers in the ATG (which come from the bigger popula-

ion of 27 receivers), the participant does not know the composition of

un)trustworthy receivers. Both in the ALOT and the ATG the participant

s unaware of the exact number of winning colors present in the ALOT

nd unaware of the exact number of trustworthy receivers present in the

TG. Below, we explain carefully how we pick the underlying subjective

robability in the ATG and ALOT on an individual basis. 

.2.3. Tailor-made design structure based on participants’ beliefs 

In our design, it was important that we controlled for individual be-

iefs. Namely, in the social context, participants likely had underlying

rior beliefs about receivers’ general reciprocal behavior based on prior

xperiences. Although we made sure that fMRI participants received the

ame basic information regarding the pool of receivers they would in-

eract with, e.g., age, gender, study, hobbies – which were answered by

eceivers after they had placed their return decision (please see Part A.2

n the Appendix for the questionnaire filled in by receivers, and impor-

antly this social information was not linked to the silhouette pictures we

ook from the receivers) – it is nonetheless likely that participants’ be-

iefs regarding reciprocal behavior generally varied. In our aim to study

he effect of sources and types of uncertainty, it is crucial therefore that

e controlled for individuals’ beliefs in order to rule out a mismatch

etween underlying likelihoods and objective probabilities across our

our experimental settings. For instance, imagine a sender who in gen-

ral believes that two out of any randomly selected nine receivers will

ikely reciprocate in a Trust Game (thus being the ‘prior’ in the ATG). If

his participant is placed in a RTG where in actual fact eight of nine re-

eivers decided to transfer back half of the investment, we cannot assess

hether differences in investment behaviors across scenarios are caused

y the type of uncertainty itself, or rather by a mismatch between a sub-

ective probability of 2/9 in the ATG and an objective probability of 8/9

n the RTG. 

In order to control for these differences, we elicited individual beliefs

n the ATG before participants made their investment decisions. Using

n incentive-compatible belief elicitation technique (quadratic scoring

ule, e.g., see Schlag et al., 2015 ), we first asked how many receivers

hey thought (from a pool of nine) would reciprocate their investment.

his belief was then used to present participants with belief-corresponding

cenarios in the other experimental settings. Our previous imaginary

ender who believed that two out of nine receivers would reciprocate in

 Trust Game, will then receive information that two out of nine colors

re winning colors in the ALOT, but is otherwise unaware of the com-

osition of the ambiguous urn (hence we create a subjective underlying

robability of 2/9). Furthermore, he will be presented with an objective

robability that two out of nine receivers (colored marbles) will recip-

ocate in the RTG (RLOT). Essentially, based on participants’ underlying
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Fig. 1. Experimental design 

Each trial consists of six screens. Panel A is 

an example of a trial from the ATG. The sec- 

ond screen indicates the source of uncertainty. 

Panel B.1 indicates the social cue and Panel 

B.2 indicates the lottery cue. Panel B.1 dis- 

plays nine silhouettes (taken from the actual 

receivers after consent) in the social context. 

Nine marbles are displayed when participants 

face a lottery context (Panel B.2). The fourth 

screen is the decision screen (Panel C.1). They 

have 7 s to reflect on how many tokens they 

wish to transfer. As the six possible transfer 

options appear in a random order on the next 

screen, they are unable to prepare for a specific 

button press. They have 2 s to simply search for 

their preferred number of tokens transferred 

and indicate this choice by an MRI-compatible 

button box. The last screen confirms their cho- 

sen amount of transfer by circling the chosen 

option. In the ATG (Panel C.1) nine human sil- 

houettes on a gray background indicate that no 

information is given about the distribution of 

receivers that decided to send back half or keep 

the investment. 

To illustrate the tailor-made structure of our 

design, we assume a participant who believes 

three out of nine receivers will reciprocate. In 

the ALOT (Panel C.2), the participant receives 

instruction that three out of nine colors that can 

be used in any combination in this lottery are 

winning colors. In this way we align underly- 

ing subjective probabilities between the ATG 

and ALOT. In the risky trials we align individ- 

ual’s beliefs to objective probabilities. A partic- 

ipant who believes three out of nine receivers 

will reciprocate, will most often face a RTG, 

which is composed of three receivers (green 

background) that decided to send back half of 

any received investment versus six receivers 

(red background) that decided to keep their in- 

vestment (Panel C.3). Finally, in the RLOT the 

urn is composed of all nine colors out of which 

three are winning colors and six are losing col- 

ors (Panel C.4). 
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4 Participants took on average one hour to complete the instructions, but we 

had reserved 1.5 hours if participants were slower to understand our task. In 

this way we could accommodate participants who needed more time to un- 

derstand the decision-making part of our experiment. This latter situation did 

occur a few times. If participants answered any questions incorrectly as part of 

the comprehension test (see Part A.1 of the Appendix), we reviewed with them 

the relevant part of the task. In this way we aimed to ensure that all participants 

understood what was asked from them in the experiment. Finally, we excluded 

participants studying Economics or Psychology as they might be aware of the 

optimal behavior of receivers in the Trust Game respectively would not believe 

our non-deceptive social interaction. 
5 The 36 risky trials which not matched participants’ beliefs were equally di- 

vided across the remaining probabilities. Thus a participant who believes 4/9 
aturally-occurring beliefs we designed a tailor-made trial structure for

ach participant (see Fig. 1 for an overview and another example of our

xperimental setup). 

Participants also decided on a level of transfer in trials of the game

ypes RTG and RLOT in which probabilities did not match participants’

eliefs. Otherwise, our previous imaginary sender would only make

hoices in the RTG and RLOT when the likelihood of reciprocation

ould be 2/9 and this would be problematic in a few ways. Namely,

he participant might think that his belief captures the true distribution

f receivers who returned and not returned sender’s transferred tokens,

hich is not the case. Moreover, the variation in trials would be very

ow, which could lead to disinterest and affect our imaging results. By

ffering participants a wide range of probabilities in the RTG and RLOT

which could occur based on receivers’ return choices, see footnote 2),

e could solve these potential issues. Moreover, we ensured participants

ould not easily detect the tailor-made structure of our design, and in-

eed this was not mentioned by any of our participants during debriefing

fter the experiment. 

.2.4. Procedures 

All behavioral sessions in this study took place at the Nijmegen

chool of Management decision laboratory. Here we collected the re-

eivers’ decisions for the Trust Games and recruited dummy players to
4 
ct as lottery recipients. The fMRI experiment took place at the center

or Cognitive Neuroimaging at the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition

nd Behavior. 

The fMRI task was presented using Matlab’s Psychtoolbox

 Kleiner et al., 2007 ). After detailed instructions and ample practice tri-

ls, 4 participants took part in two experimental runs while lying in the

agnet, with a short break in between. The first run, during which they

ade their decisions, is the focus of this paper. There were 96 decision

rials in total (15 trials per experimental condition and 36 risky trials

hich did not match participants’ beliefs 5 ), equally divided across 16
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6 Our main model did not include random slopes for the following reason. 

Our main analysis is only conducted with the belief-corresponding scenarios, 

not with other subjective and objective probabilities not matching participants’ 
locks of Trust Game and lottery trials. Within each block, both risky

nd ambiguous trials were presented in a random order. Our main anal-

sis will thus focus on a total of 15 trials per experimental condition,

hich adhered to the feature of belief-corresponding scenarios as dis-

ussed above. 

Participants had 7 s to decide on their level of investment (Panel C.1

n Fig. 1 ) before they could indicate their preferred investment amount

n the next screen. In each trial the investment options were randomly

ositioned on the screen and participants had to search for their pre-

erred number of tokens. Participants selected their preferred number

f tokens invested by pressing one of six buttons arrayed on two MRI

ompatible button boxes, which were placed on the participant’s lap.

he three transfer options on the left of the screen were linked to the

eft button box and the options of the right were linked to the right box

Fifth screen in Panel A in Fig. 1 ). No participants reported any prob-

ems in indicating their choices via this procedure. With this procedure

ur experimental design is able to separate the actual decision-making

rom the motion preparation and actual motion of picking the preferred

evel of transfer with the button box. 

Participants did not learn the outcome of their transfer decisions dur-

ng this experimental phase. In this way we aimed to reduce the effect

f learning the underlying likelihoods in the ambiguous setups. After

ll decisions were completed, the outcomes were shown in the second

un of our experiment. This second part of the experiment focused on

 different research question, namely whether individuals’ own beliefs,

hen they were reminded of their transfer choice, acted as a cue for

eward anticipation. Results from this phase were separately analyzed

nd are discussed in Fairley et al., 2019 . 

Finally, and notably, no deception was used in this experiment. Par-

icipants were financially compensated based on their actual choices

nd the accuracy of their stated beliefs as described above. The instruc-

ions for all the aforementioned sessions and the payment details can be

ound in Part A1-A3 in the Appendix. All data and codes will be made

vailable in the Donders repository. 

.2.5. Imaging parameters 

Scanning was carried out on a 3-Tesla Siemens MRI system (Mag-

etom Skyra). Functional MRI (fMRI) images were acquired using a

2-channel head coil, with a standard multi-echo imaging pulse T2 ∗ -

eighted sequence (field of view = 224 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, rep-

tition time (TR) = 2390 ms; echo times (TE) = 9.4 ms, 20.6 ms,

2.0 ms, 43.0 ms, 54.0 ms, flip angle = 90°, slice gap = 0.5 mm;

oser et al., 2006 ). We combined the five read-outs acquired for each

R via the multi-echo by using an echo-weighting estimated from the

rst 31 vol acquired at the beginning of the experiment. This was

one according to one of the three main methods of computing echo

eights used within the Donders Center for Cognitive Neuroimaging

for more details, please find all the details of the method ‘PAID’ at:

ttps://github.com/Donders-Institute/multiecho ). 

Using a multi-echo sequence provides a better signal-to-noise ra-

io for brain areas susceptible to dropout – mostly brain areas in the

rontal lobe and cortex regions, which are relevant for risk and ambigu-

ty processing ( Huettel et al., 2005 ; Hsu et al., 2005 ) – while allowing

or scanning of the whole brain ( Poser et al., 2006 ; Huijsmans et al.,

019; Ikink et al., 2019 ; Vermeer et al., 2014). One whole-brain vol-

me consisted of thirty-one ascending slices (slice thickness = 3.0 mm,

oxel size = 3.5 × 3.5 × 3.0 mm). For each participant we acquired

 high-resolution anatomical T1-weighted image (MPRAGE; 192 slices;

R = 2300 ms, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm). We loosely taped partici-

ants’ head to the coil within the scanner in order to limit movement

uring image acquisition. 
eceivers will reciprocate their investment, will see the risky trails with the fol- 

owing risk property of 0/9, 1/9, 2/9, 3/9, 5/9, 6/9, 7/9, 8/9 and 9/9 twice in 

he RTG and RLOT, resulting in 36 risky trials in total. All trials are presented 

n a random order. 

b

t

v

f
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5 
.3. Statistical analysis 

.3.1. Behavioral analysis 

We tested whether participants’ transferred amount differed across

ources and types of uncertainty with a linear mixed effects model in

 (R Core Team, 2013 ). We used the R-packages lme4 ( Bates et al.,

015 ) and lmerTest ( Kuznetsova et al., 2017 ) to perform this analysis

nd estimate p-values via Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom method.

e included a random intercept per participant to account for repeated

rials at the participant level. 6 Continuous variables were centered and

ategorical variables were dummy coded before including these to the

odel. 

We defined participants’ ambiguity preferences by a normal-

zed parameter according to standard approaches (Sutter et al., 2013):

 Investment Risk − Investment Ambiguity )/( Investment Risk + Investment Ambiguity ).

he difference in participants’ invested amounts between the risky

nd ambiguous contexts was divided by the sum of these amounts

n order to control for the fact that similar differences in investment

mounts will weigh more heavily for a participant who transfers less as

ompared to another participant who invests a higher amount (Sutter

t al., 2013). This parameter ranges from − 1 (extreme ambiguity

eeking) to 1 (extreme ambiguity aversion). A score of 0 indicates

mbiguity neutral preferences. 

.3.2. fMRI preprocessing 

fMRI data analysis was performed using SPM12 (Statistical Paramet-

ic Mapping; Frackowiak et al., 1997 ). Prior to preprocessing we com-

ined and realigned the five read-outs acquired via the multi-echo se-

uence by using standard procedures described by Poser et al. (2006) .

he first 31 vol, acquired prior to task initiation, were used to estimate

he weighted echo time per voxel for optimal echo combination includ-

ng allowing T1 equilibration effects. These 31 vol were then discarded

rom the analysis ( Poser et al., 2006 ). After echoes were combined and

ealigned per Poser et al. (2016), preprocessing continued with slice tim-

ng to the middle slice with the aim of correcting images for differences

n slice acquisition time. The anatomical image was then co-registered

ith the mean functional image for each participant, followed by sepa-

ating all anatomical images into gray matter, white matter and cerebral

pinal fluid based on the tissue probability maps available in SPM12 as

art of the segmentation process. Functional and structural were then

ormalized to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) T1

emplate. Functional images were resampled into voxel sixes of 3.5 mm

sotropic voxels. Finally, the functional images were smoothed with a

aussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half maximum. 

.3.3. fMRI statistical analyses 

To study the neural correlates of sources and types of uncertainty on

articipants’ transfer choices, the primary explanatory variables (EV)

f our general linear model (GLM) consisted of the time window (the

ull duration of 7 s) during which participants decided on their trans-

er level (fourth screen in Panel A in Fig. 1 ). To be precise, four EV’s

ndicated the onset of the decision screen belonging to the RTG (only

elief-corresponding risky trials), ATG, RLOT (only belief-corresponding

isky trials) and ALOT. Transfer amount was added as parametric modu-

ator to these four EV’s. Other EV’s in this model included the remaining

ecision screens belonging to the RTG and RLOT filler trials, the trust
eliefs. Individual differences across our conditions are highly dependent on 

heir beliefs, which is theoretically plausible ( Kocher et al., 2018 ) and quite ob- 

ious as we constructed the belief-corresponding scenario’s. Our model there- 

ore included beliefs as covariate and interactions of the covariate beliefs with 

he experimental conditions. Adding random slopes on top of this in the model 

ould over specify our model. 

https://github.com/Donders-Institute/multiecho
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Fig. 2. Participants’ beliefs and mean transfer in the ALOT and ATG 

Participants’ beliefs regarding receivers’ reciprocity (elicited prior to decision-making) influenced transferred amounts in the ATG (Panel A and Figure B1 in the 

Appendix for a reflection the underlying distribution). Based on individual beliefs regarding the number of reciprocating receivers in the ATG, participants received a 

matching amount of winning colors in the ambiguous lottery. Participants used this information, given during instructions prior to the experiment in the MRI scanner, 

as transferred amounts positively increased as a function of the amount of winning colors (Panel B and Figure B2 in the Appendix for a reflection the underlying 

distribution). 
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r lottery cue (second screen in Panel A in Fig. 1 ), all trials collapsed

cross conditions in which participants indicated their choice by a but-

on press and received a confirmation of their choice (fifth and sixth

creen in Panel A in Fig. 1 ) and finally trials in which participants had

ot made a choice within the required 2 s (modeled at the onset of the

ecision screen for the full duration of the remainder of the trial). The re-

aining events are the screens which display the jittered fixation cross,

nd are therefore considered the implicit baseline. 

These EV’s were modeled with a canonical hemodynamic re-

ponse function. The motion parameters from realignment, including

ts quadratic effect and first derivative (in total 18 motion parameters

er individual), were included in the GLM. A standard high-pass filter

cut-off 128 s) and autoregressive (AR) 1 model were used during the

LM analysis to account for possible slow-frequency drifts and temporal

utocorrelation, respectively. 

The specific contrasts outlined in the results section were generated

er participant before simple one-sample t-tests were performed to an-

lyze group effects. Participants’ beliefs were standardly included as a

ovariate. Statistical maps with an initial primary voxel-wise thresh-

ld of p < 0.001 uncorrected were established and significant clusters

f activation were reported if these survived family-wise error (FWE)

luster-correction of p < 0.05. 

We also performed a conjunction analysis as a random effects analy-

is at the second level. We computed this test by running an ANOVA at

he second group level, which consisted of two groups. Each group was

ade up of one specific contrast (for all participants). Once this model

an, the two groups of contrasts could be selected simultaneously to per-

orm the conjunction analysis. Statistical maps with an initial primary

oxel-wise threshold of p < 0.001 uncorrected were established and sig-

ificant clusters of activation were reported if these survived family-wise

rror (FWE) cluster-correction of p < 0.05. 

The voxel-wise threshold of p < 0.001 uncorrected is potentially vul-

erable to an inflated false discovery rate ( Eklund et al., 2016 ). There-

ore, we also report regions which directly survived a FWE threshold of

 < 0.05 for both our group effects following the one-sample t-tests and

he conjunction analysis (denoted with asterisks in the Result tables).

esults not meeting this stricter FWE threshold should be interpreted
ith caution. 
e  

6 
Finally, we also compare our fMRI results with the NeuroSynth meta-

nalysis terms “risk taking ”, “uncertainty ”, and “social interactions ” and

se the Neurosynth decoder to produce overlay images between our neu-

oimaging findings and the previously mentioned terms ( Yarkoni et al.,

011 ). 

. Results 

Our behavioral and neuroimaging analyses focused on participants’

nvestment levels as a function of type and source of uncertainty, con-

rolling for participants’ naturally occurring social beliefs regarding re-

eivers’ trustworthiness. 

.1. Behavioral results 

We start by showing that participants’ beliefs regarding receivers’

rustworthiness varied substantially. Some participants only expected

wo out of nine receivers to reciprocate an investment, whereas others

ere more optimistic and expressed a belief of six of the nine receivers

o reciprocate their investment. These beliefs, which were elicited prior

o decision-making, were predictive of participants’ transfer choices in

he ATG. That is, the more that players expected receivers to recipro-

ate their transfer, the more tokens they invested ( Pearson’s r = 0.62,

 = 0.003, Panel A in Fig. 2 ). Per individual, these social beliefs trans-

ated to a similar amount of winning colors in the ALOT. In this context

e also found a significant positive correlation between the number of

inning colors and participants’ transferred amount ( Pearson’s r = 0.58,

 = 0.006, Panel B in Fig. 2 ). 

These results illustrate that participants took beliefs regarding oth-

rs’ trustworthiness into account – and we accurately elicited these –

hen guiding their decision-making in the ATG. Additionally, they un-

erstood how to incorporate the information regarding the number of

inning colors in the ALOT. With regard to the risky versions of both the

ottery and Trust Game, as expected, participants invested more when

he probability of reciprocation increased, either via a purposeful re-

eiver decision (RTG, see Figure B3 in the Appendix) or by a mechanistic

evice (RLOT, see Figure B4 in the Appendix). 

Next, we investigated how participants’ transfer choices were influ-

nced by both the type and source of uncertainty. The mean transfer
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Table 1 

Results from the linear mixed-effects model. 

Dependent variable: Transfer amounts 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Intercept 3.579 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.363) 3.584 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.227) 3.583 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.227) 3.529 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.301) 

Risk 0.365 ∗ ∗ (0.131) 0.365 ∗ ∗ (0.131) 0.371 ∗ ∗ (0.127) 0.353 ∗ ∗ (0.127) 

Trust Game 0.074(0.131) 0.074(0.131) 0.082(0.127) 0.105(0.128) 

Risk ∗ Trust Game 0.094(0.018) 0.095(0.185) 0.082(0.180) 0.090(0.180) 

Beliefs 1.117 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.185) 1.117 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.185) 0.903 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.204) 

Risk ∗ Beliefs 0.532 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.110) 0.539 ∗ ∗ ∗ (0.110) 

Trust Game ∗ Beliefs − 0.186(0.111) − 0.181(0.111) 

Risk ∗ Trust Game ∗ Beliefs 0.1730.156 0.1690.156 

Male 0.112(0.448) 

Trial number − 0.006 ∗ (0.003) 

Random effects 

Subjects (Intercept) Var: 2.589SD: 1.609 Var: 0.902SD: 0.950 Var: 0.907SD: 0.953 Var: 0.958SD: 0.979 

AIC 4751.39 4733.48 4684.09 4693.13 

Observations 1224 1224 1224 1224 

Note: ∗ ∗ ∗ p < 0.001, ∗ ∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05; standard errors in parentheses. 

Fig. 3. Mean transfer across experimental conditions 

Participants invest less in the ambiguous conditions (overall transferred amount 

tokens in ATG and ALOT as compared to RTG and RLOT) than the risky con- 

ditions, illustrating ambiguity aversion. There was no effect of sources of un- 

certainty: participants do not alter their transferred amounts between the Trust 

Games and the lotteries.As participants make repeated choices within each of the 

four conditions, the standard error bars in this Figure represent within-subject 

error bars and are calculated based on Morey (2008) . 
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mount, across conditions and participants, was 3.83 tokens (which is

ery similar to the average transfer of 4.13 tokens in the RTG and ATG

n Fairley et al., 2016 ). Assessing the mean transfer amounts in our four

xperimental settings indicated that participants invested less in the am-

iguous contexts versus the risky contexts, thus illustrating ambiguity

version (see Fig. 3 and see Appendix Figure B5 for visualization with

 condensed range of 0–5 mean transfer). 

These descriptive results were confirmed by a linear mixed-effects

odel consisting of participants’ transfer amounts as the dependent

ariable and the following independent variables: the type of un-

ertainty (risk versus ambiguous contexts), the source of uncertainty

Trust Game versus lottery), participants’ beliefs, trial number, gen-

er, the two-way and three-way interactions between types and sources

f uncertainty with participants’ beliefs and a random intercept ac-

ounting for clustering of repeated trials at the participant level (see

able 1 for a complete overview of the results from the linear mixed-

ffects model). Participants were on average ambiguity averse, transfer-
7 
ing more tokens in risky as compared to ambiguous trials ( 𝛽= 0.353,

 = 0.006 via Satterthwaite’s method), transferring more when they

eld higher beliefs regarding reciprocation ( 𝛽= 0.903, p < 0.001 via

atterthwaite’s method) and transferring less tokens as the experi-

ent progressed over time as indicated by a significant, albeit very

mall, effect of trial number ( 𝛽= − 0.006, p = 0.031 via Satterthwaite’s

ethod). 

We also found a significant interaction between beliefs and the type

f uncertainty. This effect is shown in Fig. 4 , which illustrates that ambi-

uity aversion increased as individuals had greater beliefs in the likeli-

ood of reciprocity. This effect was present in both the Trust Game con-

ext (in response to higher beliefs regarding the reciprocity of receivers,

ee Appendix Figure B6) and the lottery context (in response to a higher

ikelihood of the number of winning colors, see Appendix Figure B7).

otably, this effect was only evident with regard to type of uncertainty,

s there was no significant interaction between participants’ beliefs and

nvestment behavior across sources of uncertainty. 

Finally, as a robustness check, we investigated whether participants

xpressed higher variability in transfer amounts as a function of beliefs

nd experimental conditions. While participants’ mean standard devi-

tion across RLOT and ALOT significantly varied across participants’

eliefs regarding the likelihood of reciprocity in the lottery (MANOVA:

illai’s trace = 0.374, F = 2.842, p = 0.019, see Panel A in Appendix

igure B8), there were no systematic differences (MANOVA: Pillai’s

race = 0.240, F = 5.087, p = 0.085) in participants’ mean standard

eviation in RTG and ATG (see Panel B in Appendix Figure B8). We

urther reflect on these outcomes in the Discussion. 

.2. Neuroimaging results 

Our neuroimaging analyses focused on the decision-time window

hen participants decided how much to invest under different types

nd sources of uncertainty. Our neuroimaging results will demonstrate

oth common regions of brain activity, as well as distinct brain regions

f (non-)social sources of risk and ambiguity. Furthermore, we will add

dditional neuroimaging results accompanying the behavioral relevance

f participants’ beliefs in relation to their ambiguity preferences. Below,

e start off with detailing the neural correlates of our four conditions of

ncertainty compared to the implicit baseline in our model (which are

he screens showing a fixation cross). 

We performed a formal conjunction analysis under the conjunction

ull hypothesis ( Nichols et al., 2005 ), requiring that all contrasts are

ndividually significant, which is illustrated in Appendix Table A1. Our

esults demonstrated a shared increased activation in the right lateral

FC for both risky sources of uncertainty and bilateral lateral OFC for

oth ambiguous sources of uncertainty ( Table 2 and Panels A and B in

ig. 5 ). This outcome is consistent with Hsu et al. (2005) and the general
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Fig. 4. The effect of individuals’ beliefs on ambiguity aversion 

Ambiguity preferences change along the probability distribution, represented here by participants’ beliefs. The more optimistic the beliefs, the greater the ambiguity 

aversion. This effect is illustrated as differences in mean transfer between risk and ambiguity (Panel A) and per participants’ normalized score on ambiguity preferences 

(Panel B). This effect was present in both the social domain (ATG vs RTG, see Appendix Figure B6) and the lottery domain (ALOT vs RLOT, see Appendix Figure B7). 

Error bars indicate between-subjects’ standard error of the mean (one participant held a belief of 2/9 and therefore no error bar is present). 

Table 2 

Overview of conjunction analysis. 

Contrast P FWE-cor cluster Cluster size MNI coordinates (local maxima) Peak Z-value 

Brain region x y z 

RLOT ∩ RTG > fix 

R Lingual gyrus ∗ < 0.001 914 16 − 84 − 14 6.55 

24 − 74 − 18 6.48 

16 − 80 0 6.21 

R OFC ∗ 0.015 70 16 38 − 14 4.77 

34 46 − 7 4.11 

ALOT ∩ ATG > fix 

R Declive ∗ < 0.001 425 16 − 77 − 18 5.89 

L Cuneus ∗ − 4 − 88 7 5.10 

R Cuneus ∗ 2 − 91 18 5.02 

L OFC 0.024 60 − 4 38 − 24 4.09 

− 15 42 − 21 3.94 

RLOT ∩ RTG < fix 

L middle temporal gyrus ∗ < 0.001 341 − 54 − 60 7 5.03 

L supramarginal gyrus − 50 − 49 21 4.03 

L postcentral gyrus − 60 − 21 18 4.02 

R supramarginal gyrus 0.004 97 62 − 21 28 4.44 

55 − 18 21 4.03 

L Cingulate gyrus 0.003 105 − 8 − 32 42 4.30 

− 15 − 38 35 3.93 

R Cingulate gyrus 10 − 28 42 3.67 

L Anterior Cingulate 0.019 66 − 4 38 − 4 3.91 

R Anterior Cingulate 2 42 0 3.86 

ALOT ∩ ATG < fix 

L middle temporal gyrus ∗ < 0.001 562 − 54 − 63 4 6.22 

L inf. parietal lobule ∗ − 57 − 28 32 5.14 

L sup. temporal gyrus ∗ − 57 − 52 10 5.06 

R supramarginal gyrus ∗ < 0.001 342 62 − 21 28 5.72 

55 − 18 21 4.96 

R middle temporal gyrus ∗ 52 − 56 4 4.61 

L cingulate gyrus 0.046 49 − 8 − 32 42 4.21 

− 15 − 35 38 4.11 

L ant. cingulate gyrus 0.004 93 − 1 32 0 4.04 

− 4 42 − 4 3.79 

L medial frontal gyrus − 8 49 4 3.71 

Abbreviations: L: left, R: right OFC: orbitofrontal cortex, inf: inferior, sup: superior, ant: anterior. 

Regions surviving FWE correction p < 0.05 for cluster-level inference are marked with an asterisk ( ∗ ). 

8 
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Fig. 5. Shared positive and negative neural correlates between risky and ambiguous sources of uncertainty 

The conjunction analysis illustrates how the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) plays a role in both ambiguous (Panel A) and risky (Panel B) lottery and Trust Game contexts. 

Furthermore, posterior social regions like the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) were negatively correlated with both ambiguous (Panel C) and risky (Panel D) lottery and 

Trust Game contexts. 

Abbreviations: fix: fixation cross, OFC: orbitofrontal cortex, SMG: supramarginal gyrus. 
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nvolvement of the OFC in (social) decision-making under uncertainty.

s confirmation of this relationship between OFC and risk, a term-based

eta-analysis ( Yarkoni et al., 2011 ) of the terms ‘risk taking’, ‘uncer-

ainty’ and ‘social interactions’ in Neurosynth shows the consistent con-

ribution of the OFC (see Panel A in Appendix Figure B9). However, we

ave to note that most of the activation for these meta-analysis terms is

n medial OFC, whereas our findings are more lateral OFC. Upon further

nspection we found that the term ‘risk taking’ from Neurosynth showed

ctivation in both medial and lateral OFC and overlaps with the image

aved from the conjunction analysis RLOT ∩ RTG > fix (see Panel B in

ppendix Fig B9). Furthermore, we let the Neurosynth decoder produce

verlay images based on the terms ‘risk taking’ for the baseline activa-

ion in RLOT and RTG (from Appendix Table A1) and the meta-analysis

erm ‘uncertainty’ for ALOT and ATG (from Appendix Table A1) and
9 
ppendix Figure B10 illustrates the large overlap between our findings

nd the meta-analysis terms. 

Lastly, these findings relating medial OFC to risk and ambiguity

hould not be interpreted as a claim that medial OFC is the sole con-

ributor to risk and ambiguity processing. One can clearly see from Ap-

endix Figure B10 that many brain regions relate to risk and ambiguity

rocessing, most prominently the striatum and medial PFC, which are

otably also highlighted on our unthresholded contrast images required

or the Neurosynth decoder. 

We proceed with our conjunction analysis by showing that the pos-

erior brain regions commonly associated with social cognition, such

s the superior temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus ( Saxe, 2006 ),

ere negatively correlated with both (non-)social risk (RLOT and RTG)

nd (non-)social ambiguity (ALOT and ATG), see Panels C and D in
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Table 3 

Significant results of the contrasts related to types of uncertainty, sources of uncertainty and its interaction. 

Contrast P FWE-cor cluster Cluster size MNI coordinates (local maxima) Peak Z-value 

Brain region x y z 

Risk > Ambiguity 

R IPS ∗ < 0.001 665 31 − 67 35 5.67 

R fusiform gyrus ∗ 31 − 70 − 14 5.56 

R inf temporal gyrus ∗ 52 − 56 − 11 4.85 

L fusiform gyrus ∗ < 0.001 494 − 29 − 74 − 14 4.97 

L cuneus ∗ − 15 − 98 0 4.83 

L lingual gyrus ∗ − 8 − 91 − 7 4.78 

Interaction of types and sources of uncertainty Defined as participant-level contrast: RLOT ALOT RTG ATG: 1 − 1 − 1 1) 

R parietal lobe 0.002 131 30 − 70 32 4.31 

R IPS 30 − 49 42 4.27 

L fusiform gyrus 0.006 106 − 32 − 60 − 14 4.29 

L lingual gyrus − 29 − 77 − 14 4.08 

R inf occipital gyrus 0.003 122 38 − 74 − 10 4.12 

R lingual gyrus 30 − 80 − 7 3.92 

R fusiform gyrus 34 − 52 − 14 3.81 

Social > Lottery 

R middle occipital gyrus ∗ < 0.001 1032 41 − 74 4 5.46 

R lingual gyrus ∗ 20 − 91 − 4 5.42 

R fusiform gyrus ∗ 41 − 42 − 14 5.26 

L inf occipital gyrus ∗ < 0.001 790 − 33 − 84 − 7 5.40 

L fusiform gyrus ∗ − 40 − 46 − 18 5.00 

L middle temporal gyrus ∗ − 43 − 74 7 4.97 

R IFG (opercular) < 0.001 179 55 14 28 4.07 

R IFG (triangular) 41 18 25 3.97 

R IFG (triangular) 45 28 21 3.73 

Abbreviations: L: left, R: right, inf: inferior, ING: inferior frontal gyrus. 

Regions surviving FWE correction p < 0.05 for cluster-level inference are marked with an asterisk ( ∗ ). 
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7 We reran our linear mixed-effects model by excluding this same participant, 
ig. 5 and Appendix Table A1 and Table 2 below. As both these regions

re sensitive to social reasoning and interpreting others’ mental states

 Saxe, 2006 ), it seems that our experimental design was successful in

tripping away the process of reasoning regarding the consequential be-

avior of the receiver in response to sender’s transferred amount. This

nabled participants in their role as sender to exclusively focus on the

ource of uncertainty in terms of participants’ beliefs regarding the like-

ihood of reciprocation of a receiver in the Trust Game and a mechanistic

evice in the lottery. 

Lastly, the conjunction analysis underlined the consistent positive

eural correlates in the occipital lobe across both risky and ambiguous

non-) social sources of uncertainty (see Table 2 ). In our view, this is

ikely due to the fact that the manner in which we communicated the

ype and source of uncertainty in our design is based on distinct (and

istinguishable) visual input across the various conditions, such as col-

rs, marbles, and silhouettes of persons. 

We proceeded with our whole-brain neuroimaging analysis by di-

ectly comparing the experimental conditions related to types of un-

ertainty (a directional test of both ambiguity vs. risk and risk vs. am-

iguity from the same contrast) and sources of uncertainty (a direc-

ional test of both social vs. non-social and non-social vs. social from

he same contrast). These results indicated a significant activation in

he right intraparietal sulcus (IPS) when participants decided how many

okens to transfer in the main condition of risk versus the ambiguous

ain condition (see Table 3 ). This activation pattern was also present

n the lottery context (RLOT vs ALOT), but not in the social context

RTG vs ATG). To formally test if the right IPS differentially activated

isk, as compared to ambiguity, in the lottery context versus the social

ontext, we performed a whole-brain analysis with this interaction as

ontrast. 

Fig. 6 illustrates our outcome and indeed demonstrates that the right

PS, albeit in this contrast as a sub-peak coordinate of the significant

luster ( Table 3 ), was more active when participants decided on their

ransfer in the risky lottery versus the ambiguous lottery as compared

o the difference between social risk versus social ambiguity. 

a

10 
Notably, no significant neural responses were detected when partic-

pants decided under ambiguity versus risk. We further reflect on this

ull-finding in our Discussion. 

Although behaviorally, participants did not appear sensitive to

ources of uncertainty, we did find a main effect of social uncertainty

social risk and social ambiguity versus lottery risk and lottery ambigu-

ty) represented in the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, see Fig. 7 and

able 3 for details) – which activation pattern slightly overlapped the

ight dorsolateral prefrontal cortex – a region often linked to uncertainty

 Huettel et al., 2006 ; Bach et al., 2011 ). 

In order to examine the neural underpinnings of ambiguity aversion

defined as a normalized score based on participants’ decision-making,

s described in the methods section), we first added participants’ am-

iguity preferences as a covariate to the main contrast ambiguity (ATG

nd ALOT) versus risk (RTG and RLOT) at the second level, and vice

ersa. No brain areas surpassed the threshold level, and no brain areas

ovaried with participants’ individual beliefs across these contrasts. 

Based on the whole-brain analysis findings ( Table 3 ) and prior evi-

ence of the role of the IPS in ambiguity preferences (Platt and Huettel,

006; Huettel et al., 2006 ; Ikink et al., 2019 ), we performed a ROI-

nalysis exclusively focusing on the potential relationship between the

ight IPS and participants’ ambiguity preferences. We first extracted par-

icipants’ beta coefficients from the right IPS from the previously dis-

ussed comparison – the time window during which participants de-

ided on their investment in the risky context versus the ambiguous

ontext – and, importantly, from a model which did not include trans-

er choice as parametric modulator. This ROI-analysis yielded a signifi-

ant negative correlation (Pearson’s r = − 0.45, p = 0.04) between partic-

pants’ beta coefficients and participants’ ambiguity preferences. How-

ver, when removing one significant outlier (see Panel A in Appendix

igure B11), the results changed substantially (see Panel B in Appendix

igure B11). 7 
nd this did not change our results. 
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Fig. 6. Neural effect of the interaction of types 

and sources of uncertainty 

The right IPS was more involved when partic- 

ipants decided on their transferred amount in 

the risky lottery as compared to the ambigu- 

ous lottery versus when they invested under so- 

cial risk as compared to social ambiguity. Re- 

sults were FWE cluster-corrected with a pri- 

mary voxel-wise threshold of p < .001. 

Fig. 7. Neural effect of sources of uncertainty 

The right IFG was involved when partici- 

pants decided under social uncertainty as com- 

pared to lottery uncertainty. Results were FWE 

cluster-corrected with a primary voxel-wise 

threshold of p < .001. 
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After removing this outlier and regressing participants’ beta coef-

cients from their right IPS activation with the variables participants’

eliefs, ambiguity preferences, and the interaction of beliefs and ambi-

uity preferences, we found a significant effect ( 𝛽= − 1.270, p < 0.001) of

his interaction on participants’ right IPS activation (see Fig. 8 and Panel

 and D in Appendix Figure B11). 

This interaction illustrates that as ambiguity aversion increases, the

oefficient of participants’ beliefs on rIPS brain activation decreases (see

ig. 8 ). If we unpack this interaction, we can clearly see (1) the pat-

ern in the right IPS on ambiguity preferences between participants who

re ambiguity seeking (Panel C in Appendix Figure B11) and ambiguity

verse (Panel D in Appendix Figure B11). Furthermore, from the behav-

oral results we found that (2) participants with higher beliefs regarding

he likelihood of reciprocation invest more in the risky conditions than

n the ambiguous conditions, resulting in more ambiguity averse behav-

or. Connecting both insights results in the overall negative correlation

etween the interaction of beliefs and ambiguity preferences in the right

PS when participants decide on their transfer amounts in the risky con-

itions as compared to the ambiguous conditions. 

In line with some previous work ( Platt and Huettel, 2006 ;

uettel et al., 2006 ; Ikink et al., 2019 ), this finding underlines the role

f the IPS in ambiguity preferences, with our findings adding the impor-
ant role of beliefs to this account. s  

11 
. Discussion 

Previous fMRI research has primarily focused on the distinction be-

ween risk and ambiguity in lottery contexts. Our study sought to inves-

igate the interplay of both the types of uncertainty, that is, risk versus

mbiguity, as well as sources of uncertainty – lottery versus social – in

ne well-controlled experimental paradigm. This research question is

uite relevant, in that real-life decisions are generally not determined

y the flip of a coin or the roll of a die. People often face uncertainty that

irectly stems from the deliberate choice of another person. Moreover,

hese social decisions can vary between risky or ambiguous depending

n the familiarity the decision-maker has with the interaction partner. 

One key difficulty with such an endeavor is to control for partici-

ants’ naturally occurring social beliefs, which, in contrast to a lottery,

annot be simply ‘handed-down’ to participants by providing a clear

xperimental prior. While underlying subjective probabilities can eas-

ly be manipulated in a lottery context, people have more organic, id-

osyncratic expectations in social environments, built over many years

f interpersonal interaction. It is essential to address these individual

eliefs in order to allow for meaningful comparisons between the dif-

erent contexts. We therefore elicited participants’ beliefs regarding re-

eivers’ reciprocal behavior in the Trust Game and subsequently con-

tructed belief-corresponding scenarios for each participant individually.
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Fig. 8. Ambiguity preferences in the right IPS 

In this ROI, we extracted participants’ beta coefficients from the right IPS (Panel A) during the time window participants decided on their investment in the risky 

context versus the ambiguous context and importantly from a model which did not include transfer choice as parametric modulator. We regressed this dependent 

variable with participants’ ambiguity preferences, beliefs and the interaction of beliefs and ambiguity preferences. We found the interaction to be significant, which 

resulted in a negative correlation with the right IPS, plotted in Panel B by the estimates slope and a simulated 95% confidence interval with the R package Interplot 

( Solt and Hu, 2015 ). 
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d  
y utilizing this approach, we made sure that participants made their

nvestment decisions across contexts which only varied as a function of

he relevant experimental conditions. 

Results indicated that this strategy to derive and employ belief-

orresponding scenarios was crucial, as participants indeed varied

idely in their inherent beliefs regarding receivers’ reciprocating be-

avior. Neglecting participants’ social beliefs would have resulted in a

lear mismatch of underlying likelihoods across our experimental con-

itions. The protocol to elicit participants’ beliefs appeared successful,

s participants did invest more in the ATG as a function of higher beliefs

egarding receivers’ reciprocal behavior, and also invested more in the

LOT after being offered a corresponding number of winning marbles.

gain, it is important to note that these beliefs were elicited during the

nstruction period before any decision-making took place and that the

nteraction outcomes were not shown during the decision-making part

f our experiment, thereby ruling out learning and any role for predic-

ion errors. 

We found a general decision-making pattern in line with our expec-

ations, namely that participants invested less when in the ambiguous

ontext than in the risky context, thereby clearly illustrating ambigu-

ty aversion. However, in contrast to our hypotheses, we did not find

ny indication that participants invested differently between social and
12 
on-social sources of uncertainty, nor was the interaction of types and

ources of uncertainty significant. Finally, with regard to our behav-

oral findings, while ambiguity aversion might have represented the av-

rage behavioral pattern in our study, it is far from telling the com-

lete story. Participants’ beliefs interacted with their investment behav-

or across types of uncertainty (but not across sources of uncertainty),

hich again underlines the importance of taking individuals’ beliefs into

ccount: participants who had higher beliefs in receivers’ reciprocation

ikelihoods, demonstrated increased ambiguity aversion, both in the dis-

inction between RLOT and ALOT, as well as between RTG and ATG. 

Before we discuss our neuroimaging results, it is useful to provide

ome context. The finding that individuals’ beliefs affect ambiguity pref-

rences relates to a relatively new strand of experimental economic find-

ngs which has termed this behavioral phenomenon ‘likelihood insensi-

ivity’ ( Abdellaoui et al., 2011 ; Kocher et al., 2018 ). Participants tend

o overweigh low subjective probabilities (resulting in ambiguity seek-

ng behavior) and underweight high subjective probabilities (resulting

n ambiguity aversion), hence participants do not typically discriminate

etween subjective probabilities close to 0.5. Put differently, partici-

ants do not show sensitivity regarding subjective probabilities around

.5. These findings are mostly observed in within-subject experimental

esigns in which participants make choices when the underlying like-
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ihood in the ambiguous context is, for example, 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. Our

esults, on the other hand, stemmed from variability across participants

n their social beliefs, thereby creating natural contexts whereby par-

icipants made choices when likelihoods were generally lower – such

s when they believed only 3 out of 9 receivers would reciprocate –

nd generally higher – such as believing that 6 out of 9 receivers would

eciprocate. Moreover, in this study we also showed that likelihood in-

ensitivity is prevalent between risk and ambiguity in the social context,

hereby illustrating the generic pattern of this behavioral phenomenon.

hus, to sum up, the current study showed that individual beliefs var-

ed in social interactive situations, and that this had a direct effect on

mbiguity preferences, namely that, in line with previous insights from

ikelihood insensitivity, the higher one’s expectation regarding an other-

ependent outcome, the more ambiguity aversion was expressed. 

The neural correlates of the interaction of individuals’ beliefs and

evel of ambiguity seeking or ambiguity aversion was reflected in in-

reased activation in the right IPS. Our study has thereby highlighted

he role of participants’ beliefs in neural correlates of ambiguity prefer-

nces. Participants’ naturally occurring beliefs regarding social and non-

ocial uncertainty can reflect general optimism and pessimism regard-

ng (non-)social interactions under uncertainty ( Carleton et al., 2012 ;

bdellaoui et al., 2011 ) and this in turn can shape participants’ toler-

nce for uncertainty and how strongly the rIPS is activated. Moreover,

s reflected by a significant neural interaction of types and sources of

ncertainty, the right IPS was primarily involved when participants ex-

erienced risk vs. ambiguity in the lottery context, as opposed in the

ocial context. The parietal cortex, and the IPS specifically, have been

elated to the general processing of known probabilities - both in adults

 Huettel et al., 2005 ) and adolescents ( Blankenstein and van Duijven-

oorde, 2019 ) – as well as unknown probabilities ( Huettel et al., 2006 ;

rain et al., 2006 ; Ikink et al., 2019 ). This region has been informally

escribed as “calculative ”, which might therefore resonate more with a

ottery context than the social context. 

Although sources of uncertainty did not seem to impact participants’

nvestment behavior directly, we did find a significant neural activa-

ion in the right IFG when participants made investment decisions in

he social as opposed to the lottery context. This is in contrast to our

ypothesis, which expected that the anterior insula would be related

o social uncertainty. The role of the IFG in processing uncertainty in

eneral is well-known, but has not to date been specifically related to

ocial uncertainty. Both Huettel et al. (2006) and Bach et al. (2009) have

tressed the importance of the IFG in their explorations of uncertainty.

n Huettel et al. (2006) participants could gradually learn the underlying

ncertainties across the experiment as the lotteries were resolved after

ach trial. The authors therefore explicitly related the IFG activation to

 process of resolving ambiguity. In Bach et al. (2011) , lotteries were

esolved via a bowling game during the experiment and, moreover, the

ottery setup was framed in a somewhat social manner. Namely, each

f 2 bowlers would bowl a different colored ball, with this color indi-

ating the first-order objective probability to win the lottery. Only one

f the two bowlers would actually play, and depending on where the

all ended up, participants could indicate which bowler they thought

ad likely bowled the ball (in order to assess the probability of win-

ing the lottery). Overall, therefore, the IFG is involved when players

re making uncertain choices, but specifically when the context requires

articipants to reflect on the underlying likelihood they face under un-

ertainty. In the social condition of the present study, participants might

e actively trying to figure out the likelihood of receivers’ reciprocity.

his active engagement was required less in the lottery context of our

xperiment, as participants had received a prior, namely the number

f winning colored marbles (that corresponded to participants’ social

eliefs). 

In addition to these neuroimaging findings, it is also important to ad-

ress the neural null-effect observed when participants made decisions

n the ambiguous versus the risky contexts. Give previous findings, it

as somewhat surprising that no significant brain responses emerged
13 
hen participants faced ambiguity rather than risk. We suspect that our

ighly controlled experiment plays a role here. Although our experi-

ental design is precise in capturing types and sources of ambiguity

hile taking participants’ beliefs into account, it arguably suffers from

 lack of ecological validity. The studies by e.g Huettel et al. (2006) .

nd Hsu et al. (2005) are more engaging as participants actually see the

utcomes of their decision-making (in Huettel et al. 2006 ) or are based

n many intertwining real-life decision scenarios (in Hsu et al. 2005 ). 

On the other hand, Levy et al. (2009) did not find that the subjective

alue of ambiguity was represented differently than the subjective value

f risk on a neural level. With respect to this latter finding, they noted

hat the subjective value of both risk and ambiguity represent ‘a unified

valuative system that uses a common currency to represent value under

ifferent conditions’ (p. 1046). However, we did find significant areas

f activation for risky versus ambiguity conditions, which leads to the

uestion of what might be special about risk versus ambiguity. One pos-

ibility is that risk requires a different calculative mindset when making

ecisions which are guided by the availability of objective probabilities.

hese objective probabilities are not available when one faces ambigu-

ty, yet in both cases one faces uncertainty regarding the realization of

otential outcomes. Therefore, it might be that risk is the exception, or

o quote Peter Wakker in his seminal work on uncertainty: ‘It is more

fficient, and conceptually more appropriate, to treat risk as a special

ase of uncertainty’ (2010, p. 44). 

Although our experimental design enabled us to study neural effects

f sources and types of uncertainty without individual beliefs as con-

ounds, there are several important points to bear in mind regarding the

nterpretation of our results. For one, we could not directly compare in-

ividual differences in lottery ambiguity preferences as we presented

articipants with different likelihoods of drawing a winning marble,

ith these probabilities matched with each participant’s endogenous be-

ief regarding receivers’ reciprocation in the ATG. Also, the procedure

o align beliefs between the social and the lottery source necessarily

roduced a difference in the amount of information across sources. An

navoidable consequence of this is that participants in the ALOT did

ot have to actively form a prior belief. If participants felt that the ATG

as more uncertain as compared to the ALOT, due to differences in in-

ormation received, we reasoned that they would vary more in their

nvestment choices in the ATG. To the contrary, our results showed that

articipants expressed higher variability in transfer amounts across the

LOT and ALOT (but not RTG and ATG) as a function of beliefs and

xperimental conditions. We suspect that participants more easily form

ultiple priors ( Qiu and Weitzel, 2016 ) in the lottery – a second-order

elief (or confidence level) for all potential priors that a participant

orms – than is formed in the Trust Game, as participants likely have a

lear idea about the possibility of reciprocity in the Trust Game, whereas

he lottery is viewed as more random in nature. This is explicit within

he field of Economics, where theoretical models assume that a partic-

pant forms multiple priors ( Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1989 ; Ghirardato

t al., 2004 ; Maccheroni et al., 2006 ; Klibanoff et al., 2005 ). Based on

ur findings here, we therefore expect that multiple priors play a bigger

ole within the lottery domain than the social domain, which would be

n interesting notion to more formally test in subsequent research. 

A further interesting point for future research is the nature of the

elationship between the participant and their game partners. While it

as beyond the scope of the current study, the specific social relation-

hip the decision-maker might have with another person could of course

trongly guide investment decisions. If our participant had different re-

ationship states with different game partners (e.g. romantic partner vs.

riend vs. work colleague) this would of course add an interesting ad-

itional assessment of both the likely response, and the reaction to, an

nexpected decision. Future work could of course explore the nature of

he relationship itself, and its impact on social decision-making. 

Finally, a point of note is the relatively small sample size in this

tudy. This was partly due to our extensive and time-consuming design

rotocol, which consisted of pre-collected receivers’ data, a pool of re-
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ipients, and the extensive instruction time each fMRI participant re-

uired. The current study should therefore be seen as a first attempt to

xperimentally investigate both types and sources of uncertainty in the

RI scanner. We hope that our findings, which underline the relevance

f measuring participants’ beliefs in relation to their ambiguity prefer-

nces, inspire future research to broaden the knowledge base regarding

he neural correlates of decision-making under uncertainty. 

To conclude, the current study extended the general investigation of

ottery-induced uncertainty significantly by examining a fourfold pat-

ern of both sources and types of uncertainty, demonstrating the use of

elief-corresponding scenarios and showing how beliefs interact with

mbiguity preferences. 

All data and codes has been available in the repository of the

onders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour. You can re-

iew the data sharing collection with the following url https://doi.org/

0.34973/z3jh-4586 . 
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